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RESEARCH NEWS

Burying the lines of communication: Ryerson
researcher develops underground wireless
communication for mines

July 27, 2010

Ryerson University Electrical and Computer Engineering professor Xavier Fernando

is developing life-saving technology for miners: highly reliable underground

wireless communication systems.

In recent years, the tragic story of mine accidents has been retold many times in

international headlines. But thanks to the w ork of Ryerson University researcher

Xavier Fernando, countless miners’ lives could be saved in the future w ith state-

of-the-art technology that makes w ireless communication possible deep w ithin

the Earth’s crust.

Dr. Fernando, a professor in Ryerson’s Department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering, is designing and developing highly reliable underground w ireless

communication systems that w ill ensure miners’ safety before and after

disasters.

“Ever since the United States passed the MINER (Mine Improvement and New

Emergency Response) Act of 2006 (the country’s most signif icant mine safety

legislation in 30 years), there has been much more interest in the area of

underground communications,” said Dr. Fernando. “The mining industry is

excited; it has been looking for better and more reliable forms of communication.”

In the harsh environment and changing topology of a mine, reliable communication

is a high-stakes issue. While cell phones have become the default means of
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communication in the mainstream, since their base stations are located

aboveground, they are unfortunately useless underground. In addition, disasters

can bring dow n electricity and communications cables, block tunnels and cause

fires – all of w hich may hamper rescue efforts and endanger lives.

In response to these challenges, Professor Fernando is making use of an

innovative technology to provide communications coverage for confined spaces

such as mines and tunnels. His solution to bringing signals underground is

transmitting radio signals over optical f ibres. This technology, called ROF for

short, provides enough bandw idth to handle and maintain signals underground.

What’s more, optical f ibres are readily available and are unaffected by the

electromagnetic interference or radiation commonly emitted by mining equipment.

ROF is already used to provide w ireless-communication access to the $985-

million Niagara Tunnel, a massive hydroelectricity project sponsored by Ontario

Pow er Generation. ROF also played a signif icant role in the 2000 Summer

Olympics in Sydney, Australia. The w ireless netw ork there w as able to support

500,000 phone calls during the Opening Ceremonies.

In the mining industry, ROF technology can also help off icials identify miners and

continuously track their movements. Therefore, in the event of a collapse, it

w ould be easier to predict w here each miner is located.

While ROF technology offers many solutions, it also presents a problem: since

fibre-optic communication lines are not linear, signals can be scattered, creating

distortion at the receivers. How ever, Dr. Fernando has created and holds a

patent for an algorithm that almost entirely compensates for the distortion.

Partnering w ith Mine Radio Systems (MRS) of Goodw ood, Ontario, the potential

applications for the professor’s w ork are myriad – there are numerous mining

and tunnelling projects underw ay around the w orld, and each one of them

requires high-tech communication systems.

To the same end, Dr. Fernando is also investigating a system of “Through-the-

Earth” (TTE) signalling. Unlike higher-frequency communications, the ultra-low

frequencies used in TTE technology (approximately 10 kilohertz) can penetrate

w ater and rock. This capability w ould be invaluable to the mining industry as

w ell, said Fernando.

“With this technology, off icials could still maintain communication w ith a miner

w ho is trapped and is likely covered by dirt and rocks.”

 

Ryerson University is Canada’s leader in innovative, career-oriented education

and a university clearly on the move. With a mission to serve societal need, and

a long-standing commitment to engaging its community, Ryerson offers close to

100 undergraduate and graduate programs. Distinctly urban, culturally diverse

and inclusive, the university is home to 28,000 students, including 2,000

master’s and PhD students, nearly 2,700 tenured and tenure-track faculty and

staff, and more than 130,000 alumni worldwide. Research at Ryerson is on a

trajectory of success and growth: externally funded research has doubled in the

past four years. The G. Raymond Chang School of Continuing Education is

Canada's leading provider of university-based adult education. For more

information, visit www.ryerson.ca
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